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3. Adjusting the brightness (see instruction manual: chapter 4.1.1)
The adjustment mode can be activated by turning on the light and off again 3 times in a row.
Each further contact adjusts the brightness from the lowest to the highest level and from the highest level back
to the lowest. The latest intensity is saved after 3 seconds.

4. Adjusting the angle related on-off automatic switch (see instruction manual: chapter 4.1.2)
4 options: 3 different angles or permanent light.

a) Turn the light on and b) double tap with two fingers against the left or right
temple within the first 15 seconds. The double tap is acknowledged by a short
flash depending on whether it was successful.

c) Turn the light on and off 3 times in a row to adjust the angle. 1x flash: small angle;
2x flash: medium angle; 3x flash: large angle.
4x flash (light flickers) angle is deactivated  permanent light.

The adjustment is saved after 6 seconds. Please note while using the light: 
The angle related on-off automatic switch reacts after 0,5 seconds.

5. Further information
• Battery saving mode: the light turns off automatically if no further movement 
    is recognized for more than 3 minutes after removing the loupes.
• RESET of the light can be performed by removing the battery (see 1.),        
    however brightness and on-off automatic switch remain saved (unchanged).
• The battery is fully charged after approx. 1 hour.
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Factory Setting
• The angle related on-off automatic switch is activated by raising the head/  
    light up to the height at which the light turns off
• Luminous intensity: 10000 Lux

1. Initial operation (see instruction manual: chapter 3)

Insert the battery without touching the button (sensor is being calibrated).
The light turns on and off again after a few seconds and is ready now for use.

2. Switching on and off (see instruction manual: chapter 4)
Touch the button to switch the light on – the light turns off by touching once
again. In case of difficulties with feeling the button, move your finger from the
battery forward over the button.
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• The angle related on-off automatic switch is activated by raising the head/  
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angle small    1x flash

angle medium    2x flash

angle large    3x flash

deactivated    4x flash




